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The ACME Racing team has competed in the Formula SAE competition for four years
now with varied results. Over these years, final year engineering students have had the
opportunity to take on various projects as their engineering research project thesis. Whilst
the vehicle aerodynamics provides the possibility of only small gains this aspect of the vehicle
has not been investigated at UNSW@ADFA. The work undertaken and produced during
this project will provide the team with an aerodynamic package for this year’s vehicle, and
explore options for possible use on future vehicles.
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University of New South Wales
Australian Defence Force Academy
Aerospace, Civil, and Mechanic Engineering
Society of Automotive Engineers
Formula SAE
Formula SAE Australasia
computational fluid dynamics
lift coefficient
drag coefficient
vehicle underbody ride height [m]
vehicle body length [m]
center of gravity
vehicle model number (denoted Warren Smith XX) in order 01-05
glass fibre reinforced plastic
carbon fibre reinforced plastic
computer aided three dimensional interactive application
computer Aided Design

I.

Introduction

UNSW@ADFA has competed in the Formula SAE competition for the past four years now, during which
time the aerodynamics and bodywork package has not been thoroughly investigated. This new aspect of
the FSAE project will involve an investigation into the aerodynamics, the effectiveness of wings for
producing downforce, driver airflow shielding, the ducting of vehicle sub-systems to improve their
performance, and the computational fluid dynamics modelling and refinement of the aerodynamics of the
design. The project will also encompass a material and production method investigation, with an
emphasis on project integration with other vehicle components.
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II.

Backgroun
nd

A. SAE Competition
C
The Form
mula SAE competition
c
is for univeersity
students to
t design, bu
uild, and racee a small form
mula
style racinng car. The Australian FSAE
F
compettition
has been running since 2000 and as
a aforementiioned
UNSW@ADFA has en
ntered the lasst four years.. The
competitioon is broken down into eight
e
categories in
which eacch team earnss points (see Table
T
1.1). When
W
the point structure is examined it caan be seen thaat by
improvingg the bodyw
work and aeroodynamics off the
vehicle Acme
A
Racing should
s
score more
m
points in the
design eveent, as well as the dynamicc events.

Tab
ble 1.1 FSAE Points
P
Structu
ure Breakdow
wn
Presen
ntation
Engine
eering Design
Cost Analysis
A
Accele
eration
Skid-P
Pad Event
Autocrross Event
Fuel Economy
E
Eventt
Endura
ance Track Event
Total Points

75
150
100
75
50
150
50
350
1000

B. WS Seeries of Vehiccles
Previous FSAE vehiccles built by Acme Raciing have em
mployed diffeerent materialls and produuction
methods for
f construction of the boddywork packaage, and as such, they needd examinationn to properly assess
a
their effecctiveness and
d aesthetic apppeal. For a detailed sum
mmary of UN
NSW@ADFA FSAE resultts see
Annex A.
WS01:
WS01 was
w
Acme Racing’s
R
firstt vehicle, annd was a significant
landmark in the projecct. Built in 20004 it did nott perform well placing
19th out of
o 22. Like all Acme Raacing vehiclees, WS01 utiilized the
Suzuki GS
SXR600 moto
or, however it
i was also thee heaviest vehhicle built
and had thhe poorest peerformance. WS01
W
was a good first efffort and a
good baseeline for futu
ure developm
ment. For boddywork WS001 used a
moulded fibreglass sin
ngle piece connstruction thaat followed thhe chassis
lines onlyy around the floorpan
f
and cockpit areass (see Figure 1.1). This
bodyworkk was both aesthetically pleasing and from appearancce, would
give low drag. Whilst satisfying thheses conditioons the bodyw
work was
heavier thhan need be.
WS02:
WS02 waas Acme Raccing’s secondd vehicle. Buiilt in 2005 it was the
most succcessful of alll the vehiclees the university has prodduced to
date, placcing 10th overrall with great performances in the acceeleration
competitioon (3rd overalll), the skid pan
p (8th overalll), and the enndurance
th
competitioon (8 overalll). WS02 waas a great leapp forward from
m WS01
and has been
b
our mo
ost reliable annd best handdling vehicle to date.
Major developments in
i this vehicle included the
t introduction of a
MoTec syystem ECU ass well as the correction off problems fouund with
WS01. The
T
bodyworrk of WS022 was a beent sheet aluuminium
constructiion with a fib
breglass nosecone followinng the planess created
by the chassis (see Fig
gure 1.2). Thiis was effectiive in that it used the
minimum
m weight of alluminium posssible howeveer the aesthettics were
similar to that of most cars built in the
t 1980’s.
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Figure 1.1

Image of WSS01

Figure 1.2

Image of WSS02

WS03:
Having built on WS01, WS02 served as the starting point for WS03
however the outcome was not as desired, the vehicle suffered a
mechanical failure in the competition and failed to finish, however the
handling characteristics were still more favourable than WS01. WS03
incorporated a thesis designed intake, with electro-pneumatic shifter
actuation and as such was expected to perform much better than it did.
The bodywork of WS03 was an all fibreglass construction which was
poorly executed, leaving the contours of the vehicle rough and
aesthetically cheap (see Figure 1.3). Whilst this was not finished well,
the composite bodywork was significantly better contoured to the
vehicle than a bent sheet metal piece and from the naked eye would
appear to produce less drag than a sheet metal piece.
WS04:
Following the mechanical failure of WS03, WS04 was to be the best
vehicle built yet, however due to several final drive failures it also
failed to finish the competition, however our best result in the cost
and presentation competitions was achieved (6th and 4th respectively).
WS04 suffered from attempting to change too much of the vehicle.
Major evolutions included a stressed engine chassis, dry sump, side
mounted radiator, gear drive instead of chain drive, and a new final
drive system of gear reduction. With all these new changes the vehicle
was completed significantly over time and hence lost testing and
development time. WS04 took a backwards step with its bodywork,
whilst being the most aesthetically pleasing, was a bent sheet
aluminium design with a fibreglass nosecone (see Figure 1.4). This
was well executed except for the nosecone which was poorly made
which resulted in the piece being significantly heavier than it need be.

Figure 1.3

Image of WS03

Figure 1.4

Image of WS04

C. Past Work
Whilst no investigation into the aerodynamics and bodywork has been undertaken at UNSW@ADFA, the
area has been deeply researched at other universities in Australia, such as Monash (Wardley and Saunders
2006), University of Adelaide (Chan, et al. n.d.), and around the word (Balfour 2000). These research
pieces coupled with the significant research in the field of race-car design and low speed aerodynamics
will be used as the starting point for this thesis.
D. Methodology
In order to clearly define the problems that this project will assess a set of research questions has been
developed. The primary question that the thesis is to address is; what is an effective and efficient
bodywork solution for the UNSW@ADFA FSAE vehicle? This is the primary objective of the thesis with
the following sub-questions required to be answered to complete the project.
Aerodynamics:
- What FSAE rules apply to the bodywork? – See Annex B
- What generic shapes are most aerodynamically efficient?
- What bodywork is required to duct cooling and engine systems?
- Does shielding the driver give sufficient aerodynamic gain to warrant its use?
- Would a forward wing be an effective way of avoiding understeer at speed?
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- How far rearward should the bodywork extend?
- How can CFD be used to refine the bodywork design?
- What is the most aerodynamically efficient bodywork design?
Materials:
- What FSAE rules apply to materials for bodywork/floorpan? – See Annex B
- What are the material requirements for each part of the bodywork?
- What material gives the lightest bodywork package?
- What material is best for each part of the bodywork?
Production:
- What are the possible productions methods, and what are their associated costs, production time, and
geometrical limitations?
- What material is easiest to use in production?
- What production method is best for each part of bodywork?
- How does the bodywork integrate with the chassis?
This set of questions has been developed in order to answer the primary thesis question, and to set a
logical progression through the project. For further methodology and project management see Annex C.

III.

Literary Review

A. Aerodynamics
When developing a bodywork package for any vehicle the aerodynamics of the bodywork should be
considered, this is most beneficial in racing where aerodynamics can be tailored to give better vehicle
economy, handling, aesthetics, and overall performance (McBeath 1998). In reviewing race car
aerodynamics pertinent to Formula SAE there are three main areas to be reviewed; use of wings, use of an
underbody diffuser, and the general geometry of the main bodywork.
Wings
Inverted wings have been extensively studied for use on a Formula SAE car (Wardley and Saunders
2006). The study undertaken investigated the benefits of a wing package, as well as an initial performance
prediction. The results drawn from this investigation were a similar or slower time in the acceleration
event, a similar or faster time in the skid pan event, slower acceleration, higher cornering potential, higher
slalom speeds, higher braking potential, and an increase in fuel usage. The conclusion drawn from this
invetigation was that a wing package would significantly benefit the vehicles performance in dynamic
events, however we see from examination of results from 2005 and 2006 FSAE-A competitions that
Monash University, where the investigation took place, fell dramatically from an overall 6th place in 2005
to 12th in 2006. Due to other changes in the vehicle it this loss cannot be directly attributed to the wing
package.
Underbody Diffuser
A secondary method of producing downforce is an underbody diffuser (Katz, Race Car Aerodynamics:
Designing for Speed 1995). A diffuser works on the principle that even a non-lifting body in the vicinity
of ground effect can produce downforce. Since FSAE rules prohibit skirts to seal the underbody of the car
to the ground, the research regarding underbody height to length ratio versus CL and CD must be
considered. Katz (Katz, Aerodynamics of Race Cars 2006) shows that when h/L is approximately 0.5 that
the maximum downforce is obtained for a 10º diffuser with only a small addition of drag. Whilst this is
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beneficial given the speed required to generate sufficient downforce benefit and the length of our vehicle
body (1.8m) our underbody would need to sit around 9cm from the ground, raising the CG of the vehicle
above the desired.
Main Bodywork
Given the above results its seems most logical to focus on the main bodywork of the vehicle, with
downforce production being a secondary objective. The bodywork is classically shaped around the
occupants, and the various other sub-systems comprising of the vehicle (Scibor-Rylski 1975); using this
as the very basis of our design principals we move on to recognise the three dimensional teardrop from
the aforementioned book as the lowest drag design. Since WS05 is to have a side mounted radiator we
must also consider the effect of sidepods, Katz (Katz, Aerodynamics of Race Cars 2006) suggests that
the sidepod geometry can be used to generate downforce as well as influence the flow speed over the
radiator
B. CFD Analysis
Whenever analysing aerodynamics the analytical method must be established and reviewed. For
development of the SAE car, aerodynamic modelling and fluid dynamics will utilise the Fluent CFD
program. In a previously completed investigation into FSAE aerodynamics (Wordley and Saunders
2006), the Fluent program was also used and reviewed. Following loading and meshing a model of their
vehicle in Gambit and Fluent, a CFD model was formed to be compared with wind tunnel and on track
tests. The conclusions drawn from this report concur with the opinion of Katz (Katz, Aerodynamics of
Race Cars 2006), that whilst CFD modelling is a useful tool for initial profile development it is not
always reliable in calculating lift and drag for the model of the vehicle due to the complicated laminarturbulent flow transition and any vital CFD work should be complimentary to scaled wind tunnel testing.
For this project, where the necessity for detailed flow calculations is low, CFD will form a useful tool in
the iterative design process.
C. Materials
Once the bodywork geometry has been selected, and refined through CFD, a material for its production
must be selected. During the early 1980’s composites worked their way into the racing circles of Formula
1, and today form the majority of the material used in such vehicles (Davies 2003). Not to rule out other
materials this review will address three light weight and easily accessible materials; Aluminium, GFRP,
and CFRP.
Aluminium
Generally, aluminium is used because of its low density (2.69g/cc) and this is also the case in this project.
When considering aluminium, like any material, we must consider the advantages, disadvantages, and
possible production processes. Aluminium is a favourable material such that it has a low density, it is
corrosion resistant, it is easily obtained and can be recycled; however aluminium also has a high and
fluctuating cost, is less formable than steel and less readily welded. There are many aluminium alloys
available which can be selected to suit the formability and strength requirements (Davies 2003).
GFRP
Commonly known as fibreglass, GFRP is widely used in the automotive industry. GFRP is favourable
due to its high formability, controllability of material properties, wide scope of applications, and relative
ease of production, especially in small scale operations. GFRP has a lower density than that of aluminium
however its production must be carefully controlled to achieve the desired material properties. It is easily
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formable but not easily repairable and cannot be recycled. GFRP offers good corrosion resistance as well
as good dimensional stability and scratch resistance qualities (Davies 2003).

CFRP
Commonly known as carbon fibre, CFRP is very similar in its advantages and disadvantages to GFRP
however it has a lower density and higher strength. These improved material properties invariably lead to
a high material cost however weight savings of up to 30% make this cost an acceptable one (Balfour
2000).
D. Production Method
In this project the bodywork designed is to be constructed and integrated onto the SAE car, as such an
investigation into the production methods available to produce this bodywork is required. Since we have
investigated both composites and aluminium and the depth of investigation to date does not allow a
decision on the material to be made the investigation will cover the production methods available for
sheet metals, and composites.
Sheet Metal Production
When producing a one-off, non mass production, sheet metal bodywork, the most cost effective method is
hand working sheet metal (Giles 1971). There are four basic methods of producing short run sheet metal
bodywork as suggested in Giles.
1 - By scribing the blank directly onto the sheet metal, followed by cutting and hand forming. This
method can only be used where pieces are of relatively simple shape, because of this limitation this
method would not be appropriate for the main bodywork of the vehicle, but possibly the floorpan.
2 - By the aid of templates. These are plotted on to sheet metal directly and used to check the accuracy of
the part in two dimensions. Whilst this method allows complex shapes to be formed they are still formed
by hand and reproduction of a CAD model perfectly is virtually impossible.
3 - By the aid of formers. These are normally softwood patterns shaped to the contours of the panel
required, and used as moulds to beat the metal over. This provides ease of manufacturing for an exact
model of the CAD design. This method is suitable for most designs however does require operator skill in
the final hand production.
4 - By use of press tools. These are used to press the metal into the required shape. Whilst these provide
all the benefits of the use of formers it removes the need for operator skill enabling ease of complex
geometry construction. This method is, however, also the most expensive and labour intensive to set up
and is aimed at projects requiring large numbers of complex shape panels.
Of the above methods the use of formers appears to be the most appropriate for use in this project.
Composite Production
When producing composite bodywork there are two main methods both requiring use of a mould (Baker,
Dutton and Kelly 2004). The following was taken from Baker, Dutton and Kelly.
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1 - Open Die Moulding. Open die moulding is the process where the layers of fibre are laid-up over only
one mould surface. The resin is then applied by brushing or spraying. This method can produce goodquality parts however working with dry cloth and wet resins can produce heavier parts compared to the
same part produced with pre-preg. The lay up can then either cure at room temperature under no pressure,
or for a higher grade part, cure under pressure and/or temperature through the use of a vacuum bag,
autoclave, or various other methods.
2- Compression Moulding. Compression moulding is similar to open die moulding however it involves
the use of two mould surfaces, a male and female part; these two moulds are pressed together to form a
cavity in the shape of the component. Advantages of this method include excellent dimensional control,
high quality finish on both surfaces, high production rates, and high fibre content. Whilst this method
provides many advantages over open die moulding, the moulds require hardened faces to enable them to
be pressed together with sufficient pressure and the cost of this is very high. Again, wet or pre-preg
laminating procedures can be used in this method.
Further investigation into each of these methods will take place in the final thesis, once the material for
production has been chosen.
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